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Shaping water 
by design

The Suit Collection, designed by Design Studio VitrA, 
uses geometric shapes and transforms them into an 
elegant and original design. 
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 Complementary 
details

The design language of the collection combines 
round and square lines to create a sculptural 
appearance thanks to the slim body.

The elegance of the control lever complements the 
body and is easy to use thanks to its ergonomic 
design. The on-off lever is positioned on the side or 
on the top to satisfy different user preferences.
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Colour 
alternatives

The Suit Collection perfectly complements the 
harmony in the bathroom with chrome, glossy black, 
soft copper and soft gold colour alternatives that will 
look new for years.
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Freedom of choice 
in the bathroom

The collection includes every detail necessary 
to design a bathroom where all the parts are in 
harmony, and it offers a range of different colours, 
sizes and solutions. The Suit Collection makes 
bathroom design a unique experience.
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Stylish and 
functional

Suit mixers are available in different height options 
to create a perfect harmony with every type of 
washbasin. They support different usage preferences 
thanks to the ergonomic on-off handle positioned on 
the side or top.

The tarnish-and-corrosion-resistant coating will 
maintain its shine for many years.

Faucets with the European Unified Water Label help 
protect our planet and our future by saving water.

Suit Design Studio VitrA
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Unrivalled 
harmony in the 
showering area

Suit’s unique design language and colour options 
create a special ambiance in all bathroom areas. 
Bathtub mixers that shape water with their 
rectangular spout, built-in mixers and diverters 
compatible with VitrA’s flush-mounted solutions, 
shower elbows and shower heads all reflect a 
timeless design language. This dominates every area 
of the bathroom and ensures harmony among all the 
elements.
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In addition to bathtub and bathroom mixers, as well 
as built-in thermostatic bath and shower mixers, the 
different solutions in the collection make it possible 
to design a unique shower experience.
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Technical
informations
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Collection overview
∙— ∙—
Suit

Basin mixer with side handle 

Chrome A42616
Glossy black A4261639
Soft copper A4261629
Soft gold A4261674

Basin mixer with top handle

Chrome A42816
Glossy black A4281639
Soft copper A4281629
Soft gold A4281674

Basin mixer built-in two holes

Chrome A42782
Glossy black A4278239
Soft copper A4278229
Soft gold A4278274

Basin mixer for bowls 

Chrome A42765
Glossy black A4276539
Soft copper A4276529
Soft gold A4276574

Basin mixer with top handle for bowls 

Chrome A42814
Glossy black A4281439
Soft copper A4281429
Soft gold A4281474

Basin mixer with three holes

Chrome A42784
Glossy black A4278439
Soft copper A4278429
Soft gold A4278474

Suit

Bidet mixer

Chrome A42770
Glossy black A4277039
Soft copper A4277029
Soft gold A4277074

Built-in shower set*

Built-in shower mixer, exp. part, chrome A42837
Origin 1F hand shower set, chrome A45543
Hand shower outlet, chrome A42832
3 way diverter, chrome A42839
Bath spout, chrome A42831
Soft copper A4283729
Soft gold A4283774

*Other colour alternatives are available.

Built-in shower set* 

Built-in shower mixer, exp. part, chrome A42837
Origin 1F hand shower set, chrome A45543
Hand shower outlet, chrome A42832
3 way diverter, chrome A42839

Suit

Origin Shower head

Shower head, chrome A45638
Shower head, glossy black A4563839
Connection pipe, soft copper A4575329
Connection pipe, soft gold A4575374
Connection pipe, chrome A45753
Connection pipe, glossy black A4575339
Soft copper A4563829
Soft gold A4563874

Origin Shower head

Shower head, chrome A45638
Shower head, glossy black A4563839
Connection pipe, soft copper A4575229
Connection pipe, soft gold A4575274
Connection pipe, chrome A45752
Connection pipe, glossy black A4575239
Soft copper AA4563829
Soft gold AA4563874

Bath mixer with handshower-floor mounted)

Chrome A42769
Glossy black A4276939
Soft copper A4276929
Soft gold A4276974

Bath mixer 

Chrome A42818
Glossy black A4281839
Soft copper A4281829
Soft gold A4281874
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Colours
∙—

Suit

Coated parts

Chrome Soft gold Soft copper Glossy black
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